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Chapter 1 : The 3 Mistakes of my Life â€“ Chetan Bhagat
The 3 Mistakes of My Life is the third novel written by Chetan Bhagat. The book was published in May and had an initial
print-run of , The novel follows the story of three friends and is based in the city of Ahmedabad in western India. This is
the third best seller novel by Chetan Bhagat.

This is once again a piece of crumbled bread for the youngsters. Truly as he writes for the youth, this story is
mixed up with some serious incidences, which provoke Govind to kill himself. The plot of the story is based
on the familiar ground of Gujarat where people love to be in the business and respect business than any other
place in India does. No doubt his protagonist is an educated freak, who knowingly wants to land himself in
business. Ishaan is talented and well aware of his abilities he never tries to negotiate with the kind of stuff he
does not believe in. And that is how he quits army and comes back home. This ex-cricketer of Ahmadabad,
had represented the district a number of times in cricket matches, yet he failed to make it big. The habitual
defects of being glued to the TV, whenever India played Cricket is the recall of his nostalgia towards the game
and he can not do away with that. Omi is a simple fellow who is neither headstrong nor intelligent like Govind
and Ishaan. He does believe that he is not at par with his friends but still, his dedication towards his friends
makes him inseparable part of the trio. Omi belongs to a pundit family who are the temple priest in the City.
Omi, hates being a priest and wants to break the tradition of being priest in the temple, what his forefathers
have been doing for long. For him, agreeing to the business proposal of Govind is the inner drive to get away
from the family tradition. However, for Ishaan, the business was more of being away from the sight of his
father and console his mind and being attached to cricket too. Life begins on the small note. Guys get down to
the basic and work really hard. They open a Cricket shop in the temple campus. Quite odd place to start with,
but that is the place from where their innovation teaches them to be good marketing guys. They show brilliant
appetite for the business and make it to a level where they can dream big. Little difficulties in the business
where they lose money, help them bond closer to each other and resurrect the business with even better vigour.
All three of them have their dream in life to fulfill. Govind is vocal about it whereas Ishaan and Omi hardly
speak their mind in public. Quite common, business interest get mixed with personal interest and there starts
the problem. Outside factors is another thing one always has to battle in any business. By most Indians, it is
not the understanding of two minds, which can come to a conclusion to decide about each other. Omi rightly
says, there is something called protocol, which Govind has violated. Govind has agreed to teach mathematics
to Vidya, instead could not control the chemistry between themselves. Godhra rights put them all into the real
challenge of life where Govind and Ishaan lose their loved friend Omi, but could guarantee the life of Ali,
which was the major challenge at the time of crisis. Nothing can bring Ishaan and Govind closer again rather
drive Vidya away from Ahmedabad. Looks like bollywood movie script. The three mistakes, what are sighted
are naturally the common mistakes any one commits, yet there is a message. Only if some of the protocols we
follow and become little disciplined, we can tame our life better. But most of us forget that. We Indians are
driven by emotions and not by practical thought, even in business. Altogether the narrative has been very juicy
and content suited the choice of youngsters. But even for the older guys like me, it just looks like the story of
gone days. You will enjoy reading the book if you have not set high expectation from the writer. Apart from
this, Chetan Bhagat have always been famous amongst youth. This book, though not much different from the
other two, provides stuff to keep his fan following intact.
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Chapter 2 : Chetan BhagatÂ’s 'The 3 Mistakes of my Life'
The 3 Mistakes of my life is the third novel written by eminent Indian Author Chetan Bhagat. Based on cricket, business
and religion, the novel is set against the backdrop of beautiful city Ahmedabad.

Major characters[ edit ] Govind: Govind Patel is an ordinary guy with whom anybody can relate. He is very
ambitious. His main ambition is to become a businessman as he thinks that, being a Gujarati , business is in
his blood. His best friends are Omi and Ish Ishaan. Govind is doubtful or noncommittal about things. His
father abandoned him when he was 11 and his mother runs a small business to make ends meet. Since he is
15,Govind has taken a keen interest in business. He makes extra income by tutoring maths. He continues these
sessions even after starting the cricket shop. Govind looks after the financial part of the business as he has
good business sense and mathematical skills. He is often shallow and thinks logically instead of allowing his
emotions to dictate his behaviour. Ishaan Ish is a big cricket freak and a patriot. Ishaan was the best cricketer
in his locality and school. He suggests the name of their business as "Team India Cricket Shop". He has a
younger sister, Vidya, about whom he is quite protective. When he discovers that a boy named Ali is a very
talented batsman, he decides to go any length to give Ali proper training. Ishaan usually looks after day-to-day
shop activities as he has genuine interest in anything cricket-related. Ishan is witty and talkative. He is more
emotional than logical. He takes decisions by his emotions. Due to this he is in stark contrast to Govind. Ish
trusts Govind for most of the novel until he learns about his affair with Vidya after which he stops talking to
him. Omi is the son of the Hindu priest of the local temple. His family enjoys great respect among the people.
He is a rather dumb boy and has not many dreams, but he likes to concentrate on having a healthy body.
However, he resents growing up and being a saint like his father. He is, however, confused about his religious
views which are mainly influenced by Bittoo Mama. She is a rebel at heart and dreams to break free from the
constraints of a typical middle-class family and society, to go to Mumbai , do a course in PR and become
independent. She, however, despises maths which is required for her medical entrance exams. Hence, Ish asks
Govind to take her mathematics tuition. In between their tuition they fall in love which is kept a secret. He is a
Muslim and respects Ish like a Guru. He, like Ishaan, is patriotic at heart. He denies the offer of Australian
scholarship and wants to play on the Indian side. Mama runs the trust of the temple and agrees to rent the
place to the three friends for the cricket shop. He is an active member of a Hindu political party. He follows
the preachings of Parekh-ji, a political-cum-spiritual leader and has complete faith in him. He has a son,
Dhiraj. Mama is not fond of Govind as he is an agnostic. He is the main antagonist of the story. She runs a
home-made food business. She cares about Govind a lot and supports him well through his hardships and
struggles. He is a devout Muslim and works for a secular party. He is a very kind-hearted person who wants
Ali to take his education seriously despite his mediocre financial condition. He treats the three friends very
well when they go to visit Ali in his house. Overall he is a good person. He is an Australian Cricket Team
member and a fast bowler. But he is not currently playing because of back problems. He spots talent in Ali and
wants to help him getting a chance to be trained in his academy in Australia. Loosely based on Brett Lee. The
Three Mistakes[ edit ] Govind had paid a huge amount for buying a shop in Navrangpura shopping mall even
though his friends tried to stop him. The mall later got destroyed due to Gujarat earthquakes. Reception[ edit ]
Critics across the country were not too impressed with the book and some even suggested that it was not as
good as his previous work. This book has been translated into Tamil and is published by Diamond Pocket
Books.
Chapter 3 : Chetan Bhagat - Wikipedia
Chetan Bhagat is the author of four blockbuster novels, Five Point Someone (), One Night @ the Call Center () The 3
Mistakes of life () & 2 States (). All four books have remained bestsellers since their release and have inspired major
Bollywood films.
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Chapter 4 : The Three Mistakes of My Life (Audiobook) by Chetan Bhagat | calendrierdelascience.com
In late, a young boy in Ahmedabad called Govind dreamt of having a business. To accomodate his friends Ish and Omi's
passion, they open a cricket shop.

Chapter 5 : Three Mistakes of My Life - Chetan Bhagat - Google Books
The 3 Mistakes of MY Life: Buying Chetan Bhagat's trashy book Starting Chetan Bhagat's trashy book Finishing Chetan
Bhagat's trashy book This is a terrible terrible piece of writing.

Chapter 6 : The 3 Mistakes of My Life | calendrierdelascience.com - Search & Review without Compromisin
The 3 Mistakes of My Life is the third novel written by Chetan Bhagat. The book was published in May and had an initial
print-run of ,

Chapter 7 : The 3 Mistakes of My Life Quotes by Chetan Bhagat
How good is the book 3 Mistakes Of My Life ( book) written by Chetan Bhagat? What can be learned from reading "The
3 Mistakes of My Life" by Chetan Bhagat? What is the book "The 3 Mistakes of My Life" by Chetan Bhagat about?

Chapter 8 : Chetan Bhagat | Indian Authors
This is the third book written by Chetan calendrierdelascience.com story is not his own but that of Govind Patel, a
business man of Ahmedabad. The story starts with a prologue in which Govind Patel sends a.

Chapter 9 : The 3 Mistakes of My Life - Wikipedia
The 3 Mistakes of My Life is the third novel written by Chetan Bhagat. The book was published in May and had an initial
print-run of , The novel follows the story of three friends and.
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